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1. Existing Orthography 

1. 1 Linguistic Work Chart Phonemes & Existing Phonemes 

  The East Mekeo Dialect: The Central Dialect 
 
 LWC Phonemes Existing Orthography 

 
 p     t     k          i             u p     ts*    k          i           u 
   
 f     s     /           e            o f (v)*  s     ’         e           o 
   
 m    n    N                 a m     n     g                a 
   
        l         l 

 

1.2 Discussion of these Phonemes 

The existing Mekeo orthography, as designed by the Catholic mission, is fairly well-
established and has been used by the Mekeo people for more than 70 years. The Catholic 
Mission  (M.S.C) has published Bible stories books, a Catholic prayer book, a catechism, and a 
lectionary book in the existing orthography. Every Sunday they also print out Bible readings 
and other information related to church activities using this orthography. The Catholic 
Church's orthography is almost the same as my linguistic work chart of phonemes, with the 
exception of  /t/ and /f/ which are being adopted by pre-school teachers. Consider the 
following:  

1.2.1 Phonemes [t] & [ts]  

[t] is pronounced as [ts] only in front of /i/. Mekeo speakers find it hard to pronounce /t/ in 
front of /i/ as [th] or [t], because of their phonological palatalization. When the P.N.G Trust 
literacy team started their program in Mekeo, I met the literacy coordinator and teachers and 
suggested a more efficient orthography. Nowadays all pre-school teachers are teaching this /t/ 
phoneme instead of /ts/. When I published the Gospel of Mark three years ago, I used /t/ 
instead of /ts/. Many people raised questions at that time, but in the interim most people have 
grown to accept this. Since that time, whenever there have been literacy workshops, whether 
run by the P.N.G Trust or by other local people, I have attended and presented items related to 
the phonology and grammar of the language. This has resulted in the willingness of people to  
replace /ts/ with /t/, a change which has been reinforced with the help of of Bible study group 
members as well as literacy teachers. 

1.2.2 The New Phoneme /s/  

The /s/ phoneme was not used in the materials published originally such as the catechism, 
Old Testament stories, and New Testament stories. The addition of the /s/ phoneme occurred 
around 60 years ago. Nowadays,  almost everyone under the age of  65, will use /s/ in certain 
phonological environments. This has been discussed fully in my Mekeo Phonology Essentials 
paper. At present it is impossible to predict whether or not a new phoneme will emerge in the 
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future. Many young people use English loan words and this might result in the introduction of 
new phonemes. However, it is impossible to do any more than speculate due to the lack of 
historical evidences.  

1.2.3 The Glottal Stop /’/  

The glottal stop /’/ is gradually being omitted by young people. This glottal found can be 
found only in the East Mekeo dialect. (See four dialect variations in section 4. Dialect Factor). 
The East Mekeo dialect is the ‘standard’ dialect which is in widespread use and is also the 
prestigious dialect which the Catholic church has adopted for writing all religious materials.1 
However, nowadays, people who use EM-dialect often omit this glottal stop when speaking, 
particularly in the environment where the presence of the glottal or lack there of makes no 
change in the meaning of the word. For examples, afe’ai ‘all’, meke’o ‘mekeo’ e’inoka ‘it is 
hard’, e’agege ‘he forgets’, kapa’ina ‘what’ etc. All these words are often pronounced without 
the glottal stop. Many people omit this sound when speaking and as a result have a tendency to 
be inconsistent in their writing. However, when people pronounce and write the words where 
the presence or absence of the glottal results in contrastive meanings, they prefer to keep the 
glottal stop. For example, mai ‘come’ and ma’i ‘wallaby’, ea ‘light’ and e’a ‘house’, koa 
‘likely’ and ko’a ‘truly’, uu ‘post’ and u’u ‘breast’, lai ‘we(ex)’ and la’i ‘many tombs’, etc. 
Word initial glottal stops are never written because it appears awkward and causes punctuation 
problems. From a linguistic standpoint, the glottal is phonemic and should be included in spite 
of these complications. Verbs may contain a word initial glottal when used in nominalised 
form. For example, in the form of ke’afa’afalaina, ke- is ‘they (realis)’, afa’afalai’ ‘sell’, and -
na ‘it’. This verb can have a nominalised form like ’afa’afalaina which means ‘selling’. 
However, people prefer afa’afalaina instead of ’afa’afalaina. It is only for the practical reasons 
related to punctuation and the idea that inclusion of the glottal makes the language ‘hard to 
read’ that the literacy teachers are teaching people not write the glottal stop word initially. 
Omitting the glottal stop whenever possible, makes people feel that it is easier to read the 
scripture and we have no objection to this as long as the meaning is not changed.  

For these reasons, the present literacy teachers observe the following rules and teach them 
to students: First, omit the glottal stop /’/ in front of words. Second, omit /’/, if unsure whether 
it occurs or not. Thirdly, mark /’/ if the word without a glottal has a contrastive meaning. 
Although these rules present some difficulty for those writing the language, it also avoids some 
confusion that might occur if people tried to read the Scripture were every glottal stop written. 
My five full time co-translators and Bible study group members are considering all these 
factors when checking literacy materials and the Scripture portions written in the Mekeo 
language. This group is representative of Mekeo speakers and includes those ranging in age 
from 15 years to 50+ years old.  

1.2.4 Phonemes [f] and [v] 

[f] and [v] are in free-variation in all environments. The Bible study members and literacy 
team have chosen to write /f/ instead of /v/. However, some borrowed words, such as place and 
person names which have been used for long time such as ‘Ave Maria’ and ‘Veifa’a (place 
name) may still be written using the /v/ . And the North Mekeo dialect has also the /v/ sound, 
but not /f/. 

                                                      
1 The reason why the East Mekeo dialect becomes the stardard one has been mentioned in Mekeo dialect Situation 
for the Translation Project paper.  
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1.2.5 The Velar Nasal Phoneme /g/  

This was designed for the East Mekeo dialect to represent the velar nasal, since the EM 
dialect did not have /g/ sound. However, /g/ was not suitable for the West Mekeo and North 
Mekeo dialect which needs /g/ for their voiced velar stop. The decision to use /g/ rather than 
/ng/ is only because the headquarter of the Catholic church has been using the EM dialect. 
Among the Mekeo there is strong social pressure to continue writing the language and 
representing sounds in a manner consistent with the Church’s orthography. However, as a 
result, this sometimes causes confusion for WM and NM people, who are using prayer book 
written in EM dialect. Furthermore, there is some confusion between /g/ for /N/ in EM and /g/ 
in English which students learn in school. This kind of confusion also occurs with borrowed 
words such as gold ‘gold’, santoga ‘its holy’. An offsetting factor is that since most foreign 
words have CC sequence, people will be also able to decode these words and pronounce them 
properly in most cases. Nobody denies that this phoneme could cause some confusion in the 
future if a situation necessitates Mekeo people using many English loan words. At present, I 
am not sure which is easier for people who are accustomed to using  /g/, whether to replace /g/ 
with /ng/ so the orthography parallels English, or whether literacy teachers should continue to 
teach /g/ for /N/ until the entire Mekeo population is bilingual in Mekeo and English. However, 
at the moment, we will make no change because so many people are accustomed to using this 
phoneme.  

2. How Morphophonemic Rules Process Affect the 
Orthography 

2.1 Verb Suffixes and Genitive Suffixes 

Of six morphophonemic rules (see Mekeo Phonology Essentials pp. 30-43), Geminate 
Vowel Deletion (GVD) affects orthography rule. When two vowels are juxtaposed at 
morpheme boundary, one of the geminate vowels is deleted. This rule can apply for only 
suffixes, both the inalienable genitive suffix (IAGS) and only one post-positional marker /-ai/ 
'in, with, by, to...'. The following paradigm are verb suffixes and prefixes.  

   Table 1: Suffixes Deleted by GVD 
 

 Inalienable 
Genitive 
Suffixes 
(IAGS)  

Object 
Suffixes  
(OS) 

Post-
positional 
Maker 

1sg -u -au  
2sg -mu -mu  
3sg -(N)a -(N)a, -ka, -pa  
1pl/i -/a -/a        -ai  
1pl/e  -mai -mai  
2pl -mi -mi  
3pl -/i -/i  

2.2 Word Break 
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2.2.1 Verb Mode and Person Markers 

See the following verb mode paradigm.  

Table 2: Verb Mode Paradigm2 
 
lao 
'go' 
ani  
'eat' 
-a 'it' 

realis  
'I went or I go' 
 
[O + Person] 

Non-intentional 
Definite Irr.   
'I will go' 
[a + N + P] 

Non-intentional 
Indefinite Irr. 
'I might go' 
[a + f + P] 

Indefinite negative 
Irr 'I should go' 
 
[f +al + P] 

     :            A              :                B                 :                C                  :               D               
1s lalao laania alalao alaania afalao afaania falao faania 
2s lolao loania alolao aloania afolao afoania folao foania 
3s  elao eania aNelao aNeania afelao afeania felao feania 
1p/i  alao aania aNalao aNoania afalao afaania falao faania 
1p/e  alao aania aNalao aNaania afalao afaania falao faania 
2p  olao oania aNolao aNoania afolao afoania folao foania 
3p kelao keania akelao akeania afekelao afekeania fekelao fekeania 
 
 Negative realis 

'do not or did not'  
[al + Person] 

Non-intentional 
Indefinite negative 
irrealis  
'will not' 
[a + f + al + P] 

Indefinite negative 
irrealis 
'should not' 
[f + al + P] 

Immediate Irrealis 
[m + P] or  
[am + P]3 

         :            E                :               F                :               G                       :                  H 
1s alalao alaania afalalao falalao falaania afalaania malao maania 
2s alolao aloania afololao fololao foloania afoloania molao moania 
3s aelao aeania afaelao faelao faeania afaeania Nalao Naania 

1p/i alalao alaania afalalao falalao falaania afalaania amalao amaania 
1p/e alalao alaania afalalao falalao falaania afalaania amalao amaania 
2p alolao aloania afololao fololao foloania afoloania amolao amoania 
3p akelao akeania afakelao fakelao fakeania afakeania keNalao keNaania 

 
I will omit a full discussion of the phonological process involved in the affixation of these 

prefixes since I discussed these fully in the Mekeo Phonology Essentials. However, I will 
make some comments about Mekeo word breaks. The original orthography designed by the 
Catholic church made word breaks after all verb mode prefixes. In the above example, both 
afalalao ‘I will not go’ and afakeania ‘they should not eat’ has been written respectively, like 
this: a fa la lao, and a fa ke ania. The first example has an intransitive verb, but the second one 
a transitive verb with object suffix ‘-a’. As we can see, the previous orthography made word 
breaks after all prefixes (subject prefixes and mode prefixes), but not object suffixes. There is 

                                                      
2 Terms of verb mode prefixes are a little different from the ones in Mekeo Grammar Essential paper. Actually we 
redefined these terms here because of most reasonable phonological reasons.  
3 See the morphophonemic section 5.6 
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no linguistic justification for choosing either one as marking a word boundary. It is a  random 
choice. In other words, if the prefixes were written separately, why should the object suffixes 
not be written separately as in English? Phonological rules apply to both prefixes. Similarly 
with transitive verbs, the verb object suffix must agree with the number and gender of the real 
object. Look at the following example4:  
 
1) Je-Soon uma e       -ani-a         
    Je-Soon pig   3sg.S-eat-3sg.O 
     ‘Je-Soon eats/ate a pig (meat)’ 
 

2) Mekeo papiau’i uma ke    -ani-a 
    Mekeo people    pig   3pl.S-eat-3sg.O 
    ‘Mekeo people eat a pig (meat)’ 

    Je-Soon uma ma’o  e      -ani-’i 
    Je-Soon pig many 3sg.S-eat-3pl.O 
    ‘Je-Soon eats/ate many pigs(meat)’ 

    Mekeo papiau’i uma ma’o ke    -ani -’i 
    Mekeo people    pig  many 3pl.S-eat-3pl.O 
    ‘Mekeo people eat/ate many pigs(meat)’ 

 
The words underlined in these above examples demonstrate the Subject-Object agreement. 

These verb prefixes and suffixes are not words but affixes which must be added to the verb. 
Since morphologically Mekeo is an agglutinative language, in which words consist of easily 
segmented linear sequences of morphemes in the verb form, the Catholic linguists adopted 
separate segments for ease in writing and reading. However, Mekeo also has many of serial 
verbs. See the following examples: 
 
(3) OfuNa   au   -’i eNa’ina aNo   ke-lao, ke-pinauNa, ke -pa   -fua    ke   ke  -mue.  
      swamp man -pl  that     field  3pl-go  3pl-work     3pl-CAU-finish and 3pl-return 
      ‘Swamp men went to that field, worked, finished it and returned’ 
 

The above example can also be written like this:  ‘OfuNa au’i eNa’ina ke lao ke pinauNa ke 
pa fua ke ke mue’. This orthographic representation has too many “interruptions” which are 
irrelevant to pronunciation. As a result people are uncomfortable trying to pronounce it. 
Furthermore two ke’s in one sentence might add to the confusion since one of them might be 
perceived to be redundant. Based on natural speech, Mekeo gives no indication that there are 
word breaks between verb prefixes and the verb. When I tested Mekeo people who have not 
been taught the Mekeo writing system, but have only schooled in English, they automatically 
put the verb prefixes and the verb together. After much consultation with the Bible study group 
members as well as many other Mekeo speakers, we decided to join the verb prefix and the 
verb.  

Mekeo presents another problem in terms of word breaks. An agglutinative language, such 
as Mekeo, often has such  long words that it causes people to feel it is difficult to read. For 
example: 

 
4) Afakeifaapalapenia. ‘They should not speak ill of it.’ 

This word is analyzed like this:  
Afakeifaapalapenia 
A -f   -al      -ke-ifa -apala  -peni-a 
NI-ID-NEG-3pl-say-be bad-give-3sg.  

                                                      
4 For simplicity, I omit the realis mode prefix.  
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We easily recognize that one verb is combined with three different words. In this case, the 

natural pronunciation shows that there are breath-stops between the three different verbs. If we 
follow the pattern of natural speech, we can make word break between the different verbs. In 
order to avoid making the words excessively long, Mekeo literacy teachers and the Bible 
translation team make word-break between different verbs like this: Afakeifa apala penia. This 
form, except verb prefixes, has also been used in the previous literature. At present, this system 
for representing word breaks for this type of verb has been adopted by the literacy teachers and 
for the Bible translation. Nevertheless, at  recent meeting with church leaders I presented four 
different options for writing word breaks in Mekeo. 
 
   Four Possibilities in Word Break 
 
 a) a fa ke ifa apala peni a b) afake ifa apala peni a  
 c) afakeifa apala penia  d) afakeifaapalapenia 

 
Option a) has no linguistic justification since prefixes, such as, a-, fa-, and ke-, don’t have 

any meaning at all in surface level. These prefixes are the result of morphophonemic changes. 
The underlying form is a- + f- + al- + ke-. This is a complicated process and I will not discuss 
it in detail here. For further study, see my Mekeo Phonology Essentials. Option b) follows the 
pattern of English and other European languages: Subject, verb and, object are all represented 
separately. Option c) follows the Mekeo people’s natural phonological pronunciation. The 
subject and mode prefixes are joined together, followed by the second verb, and lastly the final 
verb plus object marker. The final option d) is linguistically correct but too long to read 
quickly. After much testing, we decided to accept option c) for present translation project, 
including literacy materials.  

Sometimes, however, people don’t know how to write the word breaks for compound 
verbs. It is very natural for them to regard the compound verb just as one verb since it has a 
distinct meaning. In the above example, people just regard ‘ifaapalapenia’ as one word 
meaning  ‘speak ill of’. 

 These are only brief comment about the representation of word breaks. I will leave the 
problem of representing word breaks to the Catholic church until I finish the translation 
project. They are observing and evaluation the literacy project which follows the above rules 
for representing word breaks.  The final decision will be discussed and decided on together 
with church leaders and village people before the publishing of the New Testament. 

2.2.2 Prefixes  

There are three prefixes which can affect word breaks: the causative marker ‘pa-’, the 
reciprocal maker ‘pi-’ and the nominalizer ‘i-’. These markers should be joined together and 
Mekeo speakers do co-join them. This is consistent with the linguistic analysis. 

2.2.3 Reduplication and Compound Words  

Linguistically these are one word, and require no word break. Many people also regard 
these words as one word, too. However, testing shows that people are often inconsistent  in 
writing these compound words. For example, aNofa’a ‘earth’ is written by people either aNo 
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fa’a or aNofa’a. Mekeo has lots of compound words similar to this word which people are 
inconsistent in writing. However, it is better not to make word break in compound words.  

3. Psycholiguistic Factors  
As I mentioned above, before SIL started the translation project, the Mekeo orthography 

was designed by the Roman Catholic church and has been in use more than 70 years. Also, the 
Mekeo language is a highly prestigious language. It has been my experience, that people 
passively accept the Church’s decisions. Due to the strong social and political influence of  the 
Church, Mekeo orthography must first be accepted and approved of by the church. Fortunately 
the revised orthography (as I mentioned above) has been accepted by people who are deeply 
involved in the church activities. Mekeo orthography is not very difficult to learn and most 
people readily accept some changes. An exception to this may be found with some people who 
are above 55 years in age and who are have strong feelings in support of the original 
orthography system. Their support is not due to ease of reading or a dissatisfaction with the 
new orthography, but a sense that the previous orthography must not be changed, since the 
Catholic priests devised it originally. Mark, Acts and other literacy material have been 
published in the revised orthography and are being read widely without difficulty.  

4. Dialect Factors  
According to A.A Jones survey5, done around 1980, there are four distinct dialects in 

Mekeo. He called these dialects, respectively, East Mekeo, West Mekeo, North Mekeo, and 
North-West Mekeo. (For the recent population status and village names, see Linguistic 
Report). All of these dialects have the five same vowels: a, e, i, o, and u. However, there are 
some differences in the consonants found among the four dialects as follows: 
 
 NWMekeo:    WMekeo:    
  p t k  p t k
  b  g  b d g
  m  N  m  N
   y/e   w   
       l  
         
 East Mekeo:    NMekeo:    
   ‘standard p t k  b t g
     dialect’ f s /  b z  
  m n N  m  N
   l    l  
 

In these dialects, East Mekeo is the prestige dialect  which the Catholic Mission presently 
uses. When people refer to the “Mekeo”, they don’t include the North West Mekeo people who 
live in two remote villages6 and are referred to as Kovio7. Due to the Church’s influence, the 
                                                      
5 The following information comes from his report. I follow his vowel and consonants system since I almost agree 
with his report. For some differences, see my comments on his analysis in Linguistic Report.  
6 See my Sociallinguistic Report.  
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East Mekeo dialect affects both West Mekeo dialect and North Mekeo dialect in the terms of 
orthography. Only the East Mekeo dialect, also referred to as the Central Mekeo dialect, uses 
the glottal stop which is represented as /’/ for ///. As mentioned above, this glottal stop is 
gradually being omitted. The alphabet which cover all these dialects needs the twenty letters as 
follows: 
 
  a, b, d, e, f, g, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, s, t, u, v, w, z. 

 
These letters are identical to those found in English orthography. For this reason (and also 

the pressure of national language, English), whenever the East Mekeo people need to write 
loan words, especially English loan words, they feel free to write English without making any 
change in spelling from the written English form. This happening with increasing frequency 
can be found occurring when young Mekeo speakers from any dialects write the language. The 
Mekeo language is being spontaneously mixed with English and will result in a completely 
bilingual situation in the future. However this will not result in language death for the Mekeo 
vernacular.  

5. Present Literacy Situation 
Bible reading tests indicate that anyone, who has finished grade 6, as is the case for most 

Mekeo speakers, have no problems reading the Bible as it is written in the East Mekeo dialect. 
This may be due in part to the fact that community teachers, teach the Mekeo alphabet to the 
students beginning in grade 2 and 3. At this time our literacy teachers see no need for adult 
literacy classes. Many grade 6 leavers who have stayed mainly in the village, can communicate 
using a limited English vocabulary, even though their English writing is very poor. People read 
and use TEV (Today’s English Version) in their Bible study, but most misunderstand parts of 
even the simplest of stories. Not only does a limited English vocabulary make this difficult but 
the Mekeo language has an SOV structure which makes it difficult for people to follow the 
English SVO structure easily.  

In the past, Mekeo people used the Motu language for trading with neighboring language 
groups. Some people (around 5% of the whole population) who are above 40 years old can 
speak Motu, but not very fluently, with the exception of those who actually lived in Port 
Moresby. However, more than 90 % of the total Mekeo speaking population lives in the 
Mekeo area, and as such, need only speak and read Mekeo in the course of a life time. The 
Mekeo language is the language of choice in all domains including Sunday mass, religious 
meetings, family, and all community activities. Few people (less than 2% of the population),  
who married into the neighboring  language group can speak both Roro language and Motu. 
However, not so many people in the East Mekeo marry with out-side the language group. 

In 1990, an official literacy program started in Aipeana village, just near Veifa’a village. 
And during 1991 to 1992, many villages followed Aipeana’s example. In 1993, the biggest 
literacy workshop for training teachers was held in Veifa’a, with 48 teachers in training came 
from 24 surrounding villages. The sponsor and training organization for this event was the 
P.N.G. Trust organization which is supported by UPNG. These teachers came from almost all 

                                                                                                                                                          
7 For further discussion on this name, see A.A. Jones, Towards a Lexicogrammar of Mekeo, particulary in section 
1.5.2. Submitted for the degree of PH.D at ANU, 1993.  
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the Mekeo villages including the North and West Mekeo areas. However, last year most of 
programs came to an abrupt halt , as the result of a  rumor that a literacy coordinator had 
misused the whole of the project money. Added to this, village people were running short of 
money for program activities such as building pre-school classes and paying pre-school 
teachers. Currently, literacy programs are continuing in 5-6 villages and an awareness of the 
need for  literacy is slowly spreading again throughout the areas because of Education Reform. 
The Mekeo people know that they need literacy programs for effective education, but still have 
expectation of an organization which sponsors a literacy program be it UPNG, NGO, or SIL. 
Furthermore many people who are strongly political feel that literacy is their responsibility. 
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[Appendixes] 

Appendix A: Phoneme Contrast 
/p/ & /f/ 
 
WI: /papea/  [pa'pea]  'let (it or somebody) walk' 
 /fapea/  [fa'pea]  'I should walk. 
 
  /pio/  ['pijo]  'cassowary' 
 /fio/  ['fijo]  'sago tree' 
 
 /fike/  ['fike]  'winged ant' 
 /pike/  ['pike]  'a kind of tune of tradtional songs' 
 
      /foke/  ['foke]  'braid' 
 /poke/  ['poke]  'be small' 
 
IV:   /afuNa/  [a'fuNa]  'its place' 
 /apuNa/  [a'puNa] 'his belongings' 
 
 /ifi/  [i'fi]  'beetle' 
 /ipi/  [i'pi]  'bird name' 
 
 /opa/  [o'pa]  'tree name' 
 /ofa/  [o'fa]  'its trunk' 
  
 /upe/  ['upe]  'taro upper part' 
 /ufe/  ['ufe]  'bush string' 
  
 /efe/  [e'fe]  'small platform' 
 /epe/  [e'pe]  'its side' 
 
 
/p/ & /// 
 
WI:   //ino/  ['/ino]  'to squeeze' 
 /pino/  ['pino]  'tree name' 
 
 //au/  ['/au]  'to hang' 
 /pau/  ['pau]  'now' 
 
IV:   /moapa/  [mo'apa] 'stand (2sg)!' 
 /moa/a/ [mo'a/a] 'wake up (2sg)!' 
 
 /epa/  ['epa]  'it is sloping' 
 /e/a/  ['e/a]  'house' 
  
 /u/o/  ['u/o]  'pig's track' 
 /upo/  ['upo]  'red ant' 
 
[k] & [/] 
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WI:   //apu/  ['/apu]  'hole' 
 /kapu/  ['kapu]  'bald' 
 
 //iu/  ['/iu]  'to be stuck into the mud' 
 /kiu/  ['kiu]  'corner' 
 
 //olo/  ['/olo]  'to be quite' 
 /kolo/  ['kolo]  'to be have tartar' 
 
  
IV:   /lo/u/  ['lo/u]  'to anger' 
 /loku/  ['loku]  'you are crawing (esp. with belly) 
 
 /a/e/  [a'/e]  'liver' 
 /ake/  [a'ke]  'his mouth' 
 
 /a/o/  ['a/o]  'sound' 
 /ako/  ['ako]  'boy' 
 
 /o/ou/  ['o/ou]  'taro' 
 /okou/  [o'kou]  'my type' 
 
  
[t] & [/] 
 
IV: /a/ifa/  [a'/ifa]  'knife' 
 /atiafa/  [a'tsiafa] 'noon time' 
     /aifa/  [a'ifa]  'we said' 
 
 /i/a/  ['i/a]  'we(in)' 
 /ita/  ['ita]  'bat' 
 
  
[m] & [n] 
 
WI: /mao/  ['mao]  'big betulnut' 
 /nao/  ['nao]  'white skin people' 
 
 /maku/  ['maku]  'not riped' 
 /naku/  ['naku]  'fishing hook' 
 
IV:   /emia/  [e'mija]  'it happened' 
 /enia/  [e'¯ija]  'grass skirt' 
 
 /munina/ [mu'¯ina] 'his back' 
 /munimai/ [mu'¯imai] 'our back' 
 
 /amia/  [a'mija]  'we(in) joined' 
 /anio/  [a'¯ijo]  'bee' 
 
 
[n] & [N] 
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WI: /naku/  ['naku]  'fishing hook' 
 /Naku/  ['Naku]  'cook' 
 
 /nao/  ['nao]  'white skin people' 
 /Nau/  ['Nau]  'son' 
 
[s] & [l] 
 
WI: None 
 
IV: /isa/  ['isa]  'he,she,it' 
 /ilo/  ['ilo]  'sparrow' 
 
 /pule/  ['pule]  'plentiful' 
 /fuise/  [fu'ise]  'back-thorned lizard' 
 
/l/ & /N/ 
 
WI:   /lafa/  ['lafa]  'alluvial ground' 
 /Nafa/  ['Nafa]  'sons or daughters in law' 
 
 /lau/  ['lau]  'I' 
 /Nau/  ['Nau]  'son' 
 
IV: /alo/  ['alo]  'inside' 
 /aNo/  ['aNo]  'land' 
 
 /mala/  ['mala]  'tongue' 
 /maaNa/ ['maaNa] 'his eyes' 
 
/i/ & /e/ 
 
 /kiaua/  [ki'yaua] 'small ant' 
 /keaúa/  [kea'uwa] 'they pick it' 
 
 /ipalo/  [i'palo]  'stopping burning' 
 /epalo/  [e'palo]  's/he let it stop' 
 
 /ekupu/  [e'kupu] 'bush' 
 /ikupu/  [i'kupu]  'clan' 
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/e/ & /a/ 
 
 /eke/  [e'ke]  'junior' 
 /ake/  [a'ke]  'mouth' 
 
 /elao/  [e'lao]  'he went' 
 /alao/  [a'lao]  'we(in) went' 
 
 /aNemai/ [aNemai] 'he'll come' 
 /aNamai/ [aNamai] 'we(in) will come' 
 
 /ifa/  ['ifa]  'blood' 
 /ife/  ['ife]  'leg' 
 
/u/ & /o/ 
 
 /uNa/  ['uNa]  'vomiting' 
 /oNa/  ['oNa]  'cooking pot' 
 
 /uma/  ['uma]  'garden, pig' 
 /oma/  ['oma]  'new shoot' 
 
 /pou/  ['pou]  'wall' 
 /puo/  ['puo]  'so' 
 
 /eino/  [e'ino]  'it is twisted' 
 /einu/  [e'inu]  'he is drinking' 
 
 /puo/  ['puo]  'so' 
 /pua/  ['puwa]  'fruit name 
 /faiso/  [fa'iso]  'native spoon' 
 /faisa/  [fa'isa]  'we should see' 
 
 /oko/  [o'ko]  'type' 
 /aka/  [a'ka]  'name' 
 
 /molao/  [mo'lao] 'you should go' 
 /malao/  [ma'lao]  'I should  go' 
 
 /Nofe/  ['Nofe]  'bachelor's house' 
 /Nafe/  ['Nafe]  'kindness' 
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Appendix B: Contrast between short vowel and long vowel 

 
 
[i] and [i:] 

['ina]  
['ifi] 
['ifa] 
[pe'nija] 
[pe'nijo] 
['isa] 

'(3sg)mother' 
'sing' 
'say' 
'give it to 3sg' 
'give it to 2sg' 
'3sg' 

[i:na] 
['i:fi] 
['i:fa] 
[peni:ja] 
[peni:jo] 
['i:sa] 

'this' 
'song' 
'saying' 
'gave it to 3sg' 
'gave it to 2sg' 
'(3sg) face' 

 
 
 
[e] and [e:] 

[eNa] 

[eke] 
[meNa] 

[efo] 

'3sg Poss' 
'junior' 
'spell' 
'twist' 

['e:Na] 

['e:ke] 
[me:Na] 

[e:fo] 

'towards 3sg' 
'broken shell' 
'nod of bamboo' 
'Place Name' 

 
 
 
[a] and [a:] 

['au] 
['kapa] 
['ma/i] 

['afa] 
['pa¯i] 

'man, tree' 
'what thing' 
'wallaby' 
'price' 
'four' 

[a:u] 
['ka:pa] 
['ma:/i] 

['a:fa] 
['pa:¯i] 

'my elder brother' 
'snake' 
'their eyes' 
'we buy it' 
'cooking pot' 

 
 
 
[o] and [o:] 

['koNa] 
['o/o] 

['ofu] 
['oma] 
['oy] 

'male' 
'fat' 
'dirty' 
'say like' 
'2sg' 

['ko:Na] 
['o:/o] 

['o:fu] 
['o:ma] 
['o:y] 

'coconut' 
'banana' 
'kind of string bag' 
'we say' 
'sugarcane' 
 

 
 
[u] and [u:] 

['ufa] 
['u/u] 
['uNa] 

'chew' 
'brest' 
'vomit' 

['u:fa] 
['u:/u] 
[u:Na] 

'waist' 
'post' 
'banana name' 
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Appendix C: Borrowed Words  

The following words, which had been fixed for long time, are selected among many words 
which are frequentely used in normal life.  Besides there are more than two hundred Church 
terms which mostly came from Latin and English are being used as normal life, too.  Mekeo 
modern words caused by mordenization are spontaneously mixed with English rather than 
Motu which is one of national language among Papuan Areas.  The follwoing words followed 
Mekeo phonological rules.  However, nowadays, young people pronounce borrowing words as 
the same as the source speakers speak.   

 
/titi/ ['tsitsi] meat  English (?) 'meat' 
/teipolo/ [te'iplolo] table English 'table' 
/tiapu/ [tsji'apu] cloth English 'cloth' 
/talafatu/ [ta'lafatu] 'taboo' Motu 'law' 
/tepole/ [te'pole] 'earings'   
/titoa/ [tsi'towa] 'store'   
/otipele/ [o'tsipele] 'hospital' English 'hospital' 
/tita/ ['tsita] 'to sex'   
/tikuna/ [tsi'kuna] 'ark'   
/atiafa/ [atsiafa] 'afternoon' English 'afternoon' 
/ti/ ['tsi] 'tea' English 'tea' 
/oti/ ['otsi] 'horse' English  
/wini/ ['wi¯i] 'win' English  
/patikele/ [pa'tsikele] 'bicycle' English  
/pakoti/ [pa'kotsi] 'scissor'   
/talamu/ [ta'lamu] 'drum' English  
/talaifa/ [ta'laifa] 'driver' English  
/ipiti/ [i'pitsi] 'shooting' English  
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Appendix D: /s/ Insertion Environment 

  (/s/ Insertion Environments) 
Environments Archaic 

Lexical    
Forms  

Present  
Forms 

Glosses 

V[i]__[s]__ V[e]  
Insertion 

Environments  
(IE) 

fuie 
Ieku 
mai-ei-na 
eiei 
Falieo   

[fu'ise] 
[I'seku] 
[mai-se'i-na] 
[e'isei] 
[Fa'liseo] 

lizard 
village name 
bring it 
mosquito 
Pharisees 

 
 

V[i]__[s]__V[a] 
 
 

(IE) 

ia 
aiama 
paia 
i-aNamauNa 

fei-ai 
oia 
kaiau 
iapu 

[i'sa] 
[a'isama] 
[pa'isa] 
[isaNa'mauNa] 

[fe'isai] 
[o'isa] 
[ka'isau] 
[i'sapu] 

3sg Pro. 
when 
really 
rescue (N) 
in the water 
you(pl) saw it 
who 
heat 

V[i]__[s]__ V[o] 
          

(IE) 

io 
aio-u 
faio 
pua-i-o 
ofu-i-o 

['iso] 
[a'isou] 
[fa'iso] 
[pua'iso] 
[ofu'iso] 

war (chief) 
my neck 
coconut  
spoon 
carry you(sg) 

 
           (The envionments which do not allow /s/ insertion) 

 
 
 

V[i]V[e] 
 

kiekie 
pieni 
Nie 

apie 
papie 
      

[ki'jekije] 
[pi'e¯i] 
[¯i'je] 

[a'pije] 
[pa'pije] 

painful 
bamboo 
near 
the other side 
woman 

 
 
         

V[i]V[a] 
 
       

e-ani-a 
epeniia 
kiaNa 

mia 
lopia 
 

[ea'nija] 
[epe'ni:ja] 
[ki'jaNa] 

['mija] 
[lo'pija] 
 

3sg-eat-3sg 
3sg gives 3sg 
species of ants 
happen 
chief 

 
 
 

V[i]V[o] 
 
 
 

i/opoNa 

anio 
akio 
piopio 
fio 
au-ni-o 

[i/o'poNa] 
[a'¯ijo] 

[a'kijo] 
[pij'opijo] 
['fijo] 
[au'¯io] 

similarity 
bee 
cucumber 
greedy 
sago tree 
hit you(sg) 
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Appendix E: More Than Three Vowel Sequences 

  (Non-phonemic Vowels) 
[iao]  [i$'fi$ya$o]  'unmarried girl' 
[iou]

  
[pi$yo$'u$fa]

  
'tribe name' 

[eau]
  

[a$'fe$au]  'bow' 

[aoi]  [a$o$'i$na]  'egg' 
[aua] [ka$'u$way]  'be suprised' 
[oai]  [ma$'/o$way] 'all' 
[oae]

  
[o$wa$/o$'wa$e] 'widower' 

[uae]
  

[ma$Nu$'wa$e] 'male' 

 
   (Morphophonemic Vowel Sequences)  

 sequence words root forms gloss 
a [iia]    [e$a$¯i$'i$ja]  /e-ani-i-a/ he-eat-PF- it  
b [iau]  [lo$pe$'¯i$jau] /lo-peni-au/ you(sg)- gave it- to me 
c [eao]  [fe$a$'u$Na]  /fe-au-Na/ he should -hit-it 
d [eua]  [keu$'a$lai]  /ke-ualai/ they-fall down 
e [aua]  [o$Ne$a$'u$wa] /oNe-au-a/ put-make-it   
f [aoa]  [a$'o$a$o] /ao-ao/ sound-RDP 
g [auo]  [au$'o$pu] /au-opu/ make-be hung 
h [aei]  [a$'e$i$sa] /a-e-isa-a/ he-NEG-see-it 
i [oua]   [la$/a$fo$'u$way] /la/afou-ai/ meeting-APP 'in' 
j [oau]  [o$au$pu$'Nu$wa]  /o-au-puNu-a/ you(pl)-hit-again-it 
k [uai]  [e:$'u$way]  /e:-u-ai/ belonging-me-APP 'to' 

 
  (Multi Vowel Sequences) 

Up to five vowel sequences are possible in Mekeo.  
 

 [la$/a$fo$'u$ay]  'in the meeting' 

 [e:'u$way]    'towards me or beside me'     
 [ke$pa$a$'uwa]        'they make it directed to' 
 [ke$o$Ne$a$'u$wa]  'they make it put' 
 [e$/a$Nau$wa$'i$na]   'he stays upstais' 
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Appendix F: The Relationship Between Pronouns And Suffixes 

There are some similarities among suffixes in Mekeo language.  Object suffixes are 
systematically identical to Inalienable genitive suffixes, with few exceptions.  See the 
following chart.  
 

 Pro-nouns Alienable 
Genitive 
Word  
(AGW)  

Inalienable 
Genitive 
Suffixes 
(IAGS)  

Object 
Suffixes  
(OS) 

1sg lau eu -u -au 
2sg oi emu -mu -mu 
3sg isa eNa -(N)a -(N)a, -ka, -pa 

1pl
/i 

i/a /a -/a -/a 

1pl
/e  

lai emai -mai -mai 

2pl oi emi -mi -mi 
3pl isa e/i -/i -/i 
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Appendix G: Verb Mode Paradigm8 

lao 
'go' 
ani  
'eat' 
-a 'it' 

realis  
'I went or I go' 
 
[O + Person] 

Non-intentional 
Definite Irr.   
'I will go' 
[a + N + P] 

Non-intentional 
Indefinite Irr. 
'I might go' 
[a + f + P] 

Indefinite Remote 
Irr 'I should go' 
 
[f +al + P] 

     :            A             :                B               :                C                :               D               
1s lalao laania alalao alaania afalao afaania falao faania 
2s lolao loania alolao aloania afolao afoania folao foania 
3s  elao eania aNelao aNeania afelao afeania felao feania 
1p/i  alao aania aNalao aNoania afalao afaania falao faania 
1p/e  alao aania aNalao aNaania afalao afaania falao faania 
2p  olao oania aNolao aNoania afolao afoania folao foania 
3p kelao keania akelao akeania afekelao afekeania fekelao fekeania 
 

 Negative realis 
'do not or did 

not'  
[al + Person] 

Non-intentional 
Indefinite negative 
irrealis  

'will not' 
[a + f + al + P] 

Indefinite negative 
irrealis 

'should not' 
[f + al + P] 

Immediate Irrealis 
[m + P] or  
[am + P]9 

    :            E               :               F               :               G                    :                  H 
1s alalao alaania afalalao falalao falaania afalaania malao maania 
2s alolao aloania afololao fololao foloania afoloania molao moania 
3s aelao aeania afaelao faelao faeania afaeania Nalao Naania 

1p/i alalao alaania afalalao falalao falaania afalaania amalao amaania 
1p/e alalao alaania afalalao falalao falaania afalaania amalao amaania 
2p alolao aloania afololao fololao foloania afoloania amolao amoania 
3p akelao akeania afakelao fakelao fakeania afakeania keNalao keNaania 

 
 

                                                      
8 Terms of verb mode prefixes are a little different from the ones in Mekeo Grammar Essential paper. Actually we 
redefined these terms here because of phonological reasons.  
9 See the morphophonemic section 5.6 


